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Keyword Extraction From Chinese Text Based On Multidimensional
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ABSTRACT: This paper proposed to solve the problems
of incomplete coverage and low accuracy in keyword ex-
traction of Chinese text based on intrinsic feature of the
Chinese language and an extraction method of multidi-
mensional information weighted eigenvalues. This method
combined theoretical analysis and experimental calcula-
tion to study the parts of speech, word position, word
length, semantic similarity and word co-occurrence fre-
quency in Chinese texts. By combining multidimensional
data related to word frequency, word feature values, word
similarity and word co-occurrence probability, we calcu-
lated that the weighted eigenvalues obtained by compar-
ing precision rate, recall rate and F measure and con-
cluded that the proposed method can give a better mea-
sure of the word accuracy than using word frequency or
the basic eigenvalue methods alone. The conclusions
obtained in this study provide reference values for key-
word extraction and text mining.
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1. Introduction

Extensive research on keyword extraction from Chinese text
exists in many applications including text mining, informa-
tion retrieval of text content and  text content analysis.
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For example, Zhang and Chen [1] proposed a Chinese
keyword extraction method through word frequency and
successive word correlation based on term frequency–
inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) and word relevance
methods. Wang and Huai [2] detailed the way to extract
keywords through Chinese semantics in the semantic-
based keyword extraction algorithm. In text retrieval, Wang
and Wang [3] suggested matching text by acquiring key-
words in the proposed method of Chinese text retrieval
based on the content. In the process of text mining,
Matsuo [4] et al. employed the same keywords from dif-
ferent text to do text mining based on text word co-occur-
rence method for keyword extraction. However, while there
is a wide range of needs for keyword extraction in China
and other countries, traditional methods of extracting fea-
ture keywords are inadequate compounded by the big
differences that exist between English and Chinese in
terms of text structure, grammatical features, language
habits and so on. Consequently it is very difficult to sim-
ply employ traditional methods to effectively extract key-
words from Chinese texts. This paper attempts to solve
the accuracy problem in Chinese keyword extraction
based on the combination of special structures in Chi-
nese text and related research techniques at home and
abroad.

Keyword extractive technology based on eigenvalues [5]
is widely used in information retrieval, data mining [6],
machine learning, pattern recognition, artificial intelligence,
statistics, computational linguistics, computer network
technology, information science, network security, behav-
ioral analysis and other fields. In the early 1960s, Salton
and others proposed the classical Vector Space Model
(VSM) [7], an algebraic model for representing text docu-
ments as vector operations in vector space with space
similarity corresponding to semantic similarity [8], which
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was successfully applied to the famous SMART text re-
trieval system. When the document is represented as a
vector of the document space, the similarity among docu-
ments can be measured by calculating the similarity
among vectors [1]. When conducting information match-
ing, feature terms T(T1, T2, Tn) and their weights Wi repre-
sent the target information. These feature items are used
to evaluate the relevance of the unknown text to the tar-
get sample. The selection of the feature terms and weights
is called the feature extraction of the target sample [9].

Traditional methods to extract feature keywords from a
text usually start with obtaining the term frequency-in-
verse document frequency (TF-IDF) vector of the text
through a sample [10], followed by the dimension-reduc-
tion of word frequency vector, the setting up of the key-
word feature weighting function, assigning a weighted
value to get new results and finally extracting the key-
words through the weighted value to describe the text.
However, the text feature factors extracted by this method
are fairly ordinary, and do not effectively reveal the indi-
viduality and other personal aspects of the text. This lack
affects the accuracy of the extracted keywords and re-
lated research based on keyword extraction. Therefore, it
is necessary to find a technique that can increase the
accuracy of keyword extraction.

2. Text Feature Extraction Using Weighted Vector
Value

In our approach to keyword extraction, the basic eigen-
values of words are calculated according to part of speech,
word position and word length after labeling the word seg-
mentation and filtering stop words in the document. An
eigenvalue that can better assess word criticality is ob-
tained by combining the calculation of word frequency,
word feature values, word similarities and word co-occur-
rence probabilities.

2.1 Annotation of Basic Word Information through
Word Segmentation
The text document to be extracted is defined as D and
the document set as  DS. Word segmentation uses the
high-performance Chinese word segmentation component
“word segmentation” [11] that is distributed by Java. While
inputting the sample DS, the result of the word segmenta-
tion is recorded and the corresponding order of each word
and the document number K are traced.

When document D is surveyed, the number of words in
the title is defined as TW. The total paragraphs are

 represents the paragraph i of the article, where
 represents the first paragraph and

represents the last paragraph). The total number of sen-
tences of a paragraph is   represents the sen-
tence j of the paragraph i). The total word count ofthe
article after removal of the duplicates is : the
number of times a word appeared in the article). After
word  segmentation, the original result set of word

 segmentation is .

2.2 Basic Eigenvalues of Filtered Words and Com-
puted Words
The original result set  obtained from section 2.1 is
filtered by the thesaurus of the stop words,  and a new
set of words is obtained after the removal of stop words
from , where stop words refer to the meaningless words
contained in the article, such as auxiliaries and the like.

         (1)

After processing the word set  by going through each
word in the word set, the original vector  is gener-
ated according to the word’s offset, paragraph, sentence,
the number of occurrences in the article, disabled or not
and document number where:  represents a word,  is
the longitudinal dimension,  represents the data stated
above and  is the transverse dimension.

2.2.1 Part of Speech Eigenvalues
Basic word features include the word part of speech (POS)
[2], word position [12] and word length [13]. POS is sim-
ply divided into noun, verb and adjective categories. The
level of importance is defined in accordance with Wang
and Huai [2] for different parts of speech. The weight of
the noun is 0.8, the average of the noun-verb and adver-
bial verb is 0.5, and the average of all types of adjectives
is about 0.4. The noun has much higher word weight than
other POS. Moreover, due to the importance of personal
names in an article, a noun is subdivided into personal
names and non-names in this paper, with personal names
assigned a value of 0.9, and non-names a value of 0.7. In
addition, the weight of a verb was set to 0.5, and that of
an adjective, 0.3. Word POS weights are set as wvi, as
follows:

         (2)

2.2.2 Word Position Eigenvalues
The word position often best reflects the key contents
location of the article. In general, the article’s title, sub-
title, summary, first paragraph, last paragraph, first sen-
tence, last sentence can accurately express the general
idea of the article. The weight of word position wli indi-
cates how important the word position is in the article,
i.e. the importance of the same word varies with its posi-
tion in the article. The importance of word position can be
assessed according to the weight assignment for word
position as per Gupta and Lehal [12]. While keywords of
significance have a high frequency of appearance in the
first section and last section of the article and in other
locations, some of them appear in the second paragraph
of the article and because keywords could be in other
paragraphs, different weights are assigned to each para-
graph [14]. Here, the different weights are assigned to the
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different positions, the weight of the titles and sub-titles
is 0.2 and the one of the text is 0.8.  The weights of
sentences in text are as shown in Table 1.

The weight allocation of the rest of the text is: the first
and last sentence of each paragraph is 0.1/(Pn-3)×0.45,
and for the rest part of the paragraph: 0.1/(Pn-3)×0.1. WL
represents the collection of all word weight in the article,
WL={0.2, 0.1, 0.085, 0.05, 0.045, 0.03, 0.01}, and wlI∈WL

     Paragraph               First sentence    Last sentence Others Total

   First paragraph 0.100 0.100 0.050 0.250
   Second paragraph 0.085 0.085 0.030 0.200
   Last paragraph 0.100 0.100 0.050 0.250
     Others 0.045 0.045 0.010 0.100

Table 1. Sentence weight of each paragraph in the text.

2.2.3 Word length eigenvalues
The words with larger lengths are often content-oriented.
Thus, longer terms are assigned greater weight during
the weight assignment process for word length. Word length
is defined as l , and the weight of the individual word as
follows:

According to the respective weight of part of speech, word
position, word length, the basic eigenvalues of an individual
word is:

2.3 Word Frequency Calculated Based on TF-IDF Al-
gorithm
TF represents a positive word frequency, indicating the
word’s ability to describe the content of the document.
IDF represents the inverse document frequency, signify-
ing the word’s ability to distinguish the document from
other documents. Here is the equation of TF-IDF:

Where K(ti) is the number of documents that contain this
word and K is the total number of documents. After tfidf
(ti,di) is obtained, the weight of  tfidf (ti,di)  is iteratively
modified by the word frequency in the document, thus the
change of the word characteristics is shown.

A new set of W2 is obtained through the frequency calcula-
tion and processing text set W1 , representing the result of
W1, after de-duplication. The corresponding vector V1 , which
is the dimension-reduction of V0 , is generated.

After tfidf (ti,di) is calculated, wfi is normalized to make

The weight (4) calculated from section 2.1 is substituted
into the calculation of the weight of word frequency to
obtain this:

                                                                      (7)

In the above equation, n represents the number of ele-
ments of the document set W2.

2.4 Calculation of Semantic Similarity
Word similarity in the document [16-18] is usually de-
scribed by the semantic distance [19] between words and
a common method is to calculate the semantic distance
between two words by a synonym dictionary with HIT IR-
Lab Tongyici Cilin (Extended) [20] used in this paper. In
the instruction of the extended version, code ci is described
as tci = Xi1  Xi2  Xi3  Xi4  Xi5 Fi , where the 5-level codes
describe the categories, classes, subclasses, word group
and atomic word group. 1-bit flag is “=”, “#” or “@”, where
“=” means synonymous; “#” means similar, relevant words;
and “@” indicates self-enclosed, independent words that
have no synonyms or related words in the dictionary.

According to the definition of semantic distance, coding
distance and semantic similarity for HIT IR-Lab Tongyici
Cilin referred to Wang and Huai [2], and the conceptual
hierarchies stated in Oliva et al [21], the related defini-
tions in this article are as follows:

Definition 1 Semantic Distance and Coding Distance:
The number of code for word wi is m , c11,c12,...c1m
respectively, and the number of code for word w2 is n,
c11,c12,...c1m respectively. Then the semantic distance dis
(w1,w2 )and coding distance dis (c1,c2) of words and  are
defined as:

        dis(w1,w2)   = min                dis(c1i,c2j   )
                     i=1,2......m; j=1,2....n

(a), (b) conditions in the above equation (10) are c1=c2

and F1=F2≠“#”; (c) condition is c1 and c2 are coded differ-
ently starting layer i . init_dis is the initial distance value

 the weight between [0, 1] as follows:

                                                         (6)

                                                             (9)

 (4)

 (8)

(3)

(5)
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Output feature keywords of the testing document D.

(1) Process a sample document set DS.

(2) Perform Chinese word segmentation to the document
D, record the feature of relevant words and word frequency,
recognize part of speech of the words, and obtain rel-
evant word set.

(3) Filter useless words through the thesaurus, label part
of speech including adjectives, verbs, and nouns (people
and places) to get word collection, and calculate word
weight according to the definition of word POS, word po-
sition and word length.

(4) Calculate word frequency to get weighted value of word
frequency.

(5) Calculate word similarity in the word set and annotat-
ing weights.

(6) Calculate weights of word co-occurrence frequency.

(7) By calculating equations (1) - (13), the eigenvalue vec-
tor V  and the word collection W composed of eigenvalues
are obtained. V and W are used to describe the target
document.

(8) Sort words according to the weights of the word col-
lection W, and output M feature keywords with largest
eigenvalues, where M is as follows:

Where  as an adjustable parameter indicates the dis-
tance between words with similarity of 0.5, in this paper 
= 5.

Substituting the above equation (11) of weight of seman-
tic similarity into the calculation of the weight of the words,
this can be obtained:

2.5 Calculation of Word Co-Occurrence Frequency
In the Chinese text, the meaning of a sentence is ex-
pressed by the relations between the words. The word
relations are simply shown by the word co-occurrence in
the same sentence. The word co-occurrence [22] refers
to the relations between words in the same sentence and
in the same document.

Let the word frequency of word  and word  be  and
  respectively, and the frequency of occurrence in the

same sentence as . There is no repeat count inside
the sentence, and the co-occurrence probability is:

(10)

(11)

(12)

Through the co-occurrence frequency calculation of word
by word in the document, the co-occurrence probability
matrix  can be obtained. It is a  order symmetric
matrix, and  is the feature number of the document.
Combining with the weight equation (12) in section 2.4,
the following weight equation can be obtained:

(13)

2.6 Extraction of Feature Keywords from Text
Word feature, word co-occurrence probability in a sen-
tence, word interconnection semantics and word fre-
quency of overall article are all integrated into the extrac-
tion of keywords. Through these methods, a more accu-
rate technique to extract keywords is proposed. The steps
of calculation are as follows:

Input sample document set DS and test the document D.

(14)

M is the average number of words in the title of all the
documents, with a range from 3 to 8. When M is less
than 3, it is set to 3. When is larger than 8, it is set to 8.

3. Results

3.1 Data Collection
In this study, the sample data is from the official website
of People’s Daily http://www.people.com.cn/ with only text
content retained for the selected article. Of a total of 323
articles, 213 articles are labeled for sample document
set DS and the other 110 ones are labeled D for the test
document set. The sample document set covers a variety
of topics, including social, entertainment, technology and
finance. They are evenly distributed to avoid skewed data
due to a single document category.

3.2 Comparison of Results
The experimental results are based on the comparison of
the manual keyword extraction, word frequency TF-IDF
algorithm and the weighted eigenvalue method. When
manually extracting keywords, the number of keywords
for each article references the number of words in the
title, ranging from 3 to 8 keywords. The extracted key-
words are evaluated based on (Precision rate), (Recall
rate) and (F-measure). The definitions of the three key

and it is 10 in this paper. Weight number array weights
equals , where .
Weight is defined here as [1.0, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.06, 0.03]

Definition 2: Semantic Similarity: the similarity 
of the word  and word  is:
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Wherein, A is the manually selected keyword set, B is
the keyword set extracted by various methods and P is
the ratio of manually selected keywords contained in the
keyword set extracted by algorithms. R is the ratio be-
tween the number of keywords extracted by the algorithm
and the manually selected keywords. F is the harmonic
mean of recall rate and precision rate, reflecting the ac-
curacy of extracted keywords. The results are shown in
Table 2.

Figure 1 shows how precision rate changes with the num-
ber of keywords for TF-IDF, the basic eigenvalue and
weighted eigenvalue methods. The precision rate of
weighted eigenvalues and TF-IDF displays an increasing
trend, while the precision rate of basic eigenvalues reaches
maximum when the keyword number is 5. In addition, the
precision rate of weighted eigenvalues is more stable when
the number of keywords is from 4 to 8.

indicators are as follows:

(15)

(16)

Table 2. Comparison of experimental data for each method

BFV stands for basic eigenvalues and AFV stands for
weighted eigenvalues.

Figure 2 shows how the recall rate changes with the num-
ber of keywords for TF-IDF, the basic eigenvalue and

weighted eigenvalue methods. According to the graph,
the recall rate decreases with the increase in the number
of keywords. However, the recall rate of weighted eigen-
values is higher than the other two methods.

Figure 1.  Precision rate changes with the number of
keywords

Figure 2.  Recall rate changes with the number of keywords

Figure 3.  F-measure changes with the number of keywords
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Figure 3 shows how F-measure changes with the number
of keywords for TF-IDF, the basic eigenvalue and weighted
eigenvalue methods. It is the comprehensive reflection of
recall rate and precision rate, a better assessment of the
accuracy of the data. As it can be seen, the F-measure of
weighted eigenvalues is much higher than the other two
methods.

According to Figure 3, the F-measure of the weighted
eigenvalue method is significantly higher than the other
two methods, indicating higher relevance and effective-
ness to extraction the keywords from documents. It can
also be seen that F-measure reaches the peak value when
the number of keywords is 5 for all three methods. This is
because the weight of each keyword is relatively larger
with fewer keywords and the weight relatively smaller with
more keywords. As shown in Figure 3, the F-measure of
the weighted eigenvalue method used in this study shows
no significant change for all numbers, while only a small
drop in the magnitude of the curve can be observed as the
number of keywords increases from 6 to 8.

4. Conclusion

In order to improve the accuracy of keyword extraction
from Chinese text and compensate for the shortcomings
of the traditional word frequency method, this paper pro-
poses a weighted eigenvalues keyword extraction method
based on the combination of multidimensional informa-
tion. By combining the word frequency and the weighted
eigenvalues method the accuracy of keyword extraction
is improved through the quantization of the weighted eigen-
values. In the experiment, the recall rate, precision rate
and F-measure of the extracted keywords using the tradi-
tional word frequency method, basic eigenvalue method
and the weighted eigenvalue method proposed in this pa-
per are statistically tested and horizontally compared with
the following conclusions drawn from the experimental
results:

(1) The accuracy of the keywords extracted by using the
weighted eigenvalue method which combines word fre-
quency, word position and word length as information, is
significantly higher than using the word frequency or ba-
sic eigenvalue method alone.

(2) The precision rate of the weighted eigenvalue method
proposed in this paper is twice as high as that of the word
frequency method and 1.5 times of the basic eigenvalue
method. The recall rate is 1.6 times the word frequency
method and 1.2 times the basic eigenvalue method. The
F-measure is about 1.9 times that of the word frequency
method and 1.3 times more than the basic eigenvalue
method. For the precision rate, recall rate and F-mea-
sure, the weighted eigenvalue method is significantly higher
than the word frequency and the basic eigenvalue method.

Based on the comparison of the numerical difference and
the shape of the numeric curve of the three methods dis-
cussed, it was been shown that the weighted eigenvalue

method can effectively improve the precision rate and ac-
curacy rate of keyword extraction. The following problems
need further study: an in-depth study of semantic correla-
tions in Chinese text; exploration of the combination of
experiences in text mining and machine learning and re-
search on how artificial intelligence can help in text min-
ing.
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